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Members of the UPS football team cheered and raised their helmets in the air following their victory over the Bearcats of Willamette Univ. in Salem, Ore. on
Saturday.
SEE SPORTS SECTION

Puget Sound Loggers defeat Willamette
• Bearcats 13 to 7 in Homecoming game
Western Lit conference to
feature writers and poets
from across the country
By Kapiolani Street
kstreet@ups.edu
News Writer
Poets and writers alike traveled to Tacoma for the forty
second annual conference of the
Western Literature Association at the downtown Sheraton
Tacoma running from Oct. 17
through Oct. 20.
Hosted by the University of
Puget Sound and the University of Washington- Tacoma
and co-sponsored by Tacoma
Community College and Pacific Lutheran University, the
conference brings scholars
and students from around the
country and around the globe.
The conference was organized
by University of Puget Sound
4111 Professor and president of the
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Western Literature Association, Ann Putnam.
The conference, entitled
"Edgewalking on the Western
Rim will feature over 300 presenters from all over the Di S
Europe and Asia. Discussions
of the works of writers from
Charles Johnson, David Gutterson, Willa Cather, Wallace
Stegner, Sherman Alexie and
Robert Penn Warren will also
be discussed.
"I am really excited to hear
the different speakers. I think
this is a great opportunity for
students to meet writers and
learn about the craft," freshman
Danielle Acheampong said.

Conference Highlights
Friday, Oct. 19
11 a.m. - 12:15 p.m. Professor Ann Putnam of the University of Puget Sound presents The Literary Arts in the
Pacific Northwest.
Saturday, Oct. 20
8 a.m. - 9:15 a.m. Professor
Beverly Conner of the University of Puget Sound presents Weathering the West: Creative Readings

UPS faculty will also be presenting papers and reading
their works including, Professors Beverly Conner, Julie
Christoph, Bill Kupinse, Tiffany Aldrich MacBain,Tamiko
Nimura and Hans Ostrom.
Tess Gallagher will give an
exclusive poetry reading for
students of the University of
Puget Sound, along with students from the University of
Washington- Tacoma.
All events and sessions are
free to the University of Puget
Sound faculty and students
with a faculty or student ID.
Badges for the conference are
available through student information center at the SUB
or at the registration desk in
the rotunda of the bicentennial pavilion at the downtown
Sheraton Tacoma.
For a complete conference
schedule go to www.usu.edu/
westlit/conference2007.htm
and for more information contact aputnam@ups.edu .

Sigma Chi raises
over $14,000 to
make kids' wishes
By Richard Sines
rsines@ups.edu
News Writer
On Oct. 1, UPS saw the
start of Derby Days, an annual
fundraiser that is literally dedicated to the purpose of making wishes come true. Within
the week, more than $14,300
was raised and donated to the

Make a Wish Foundation, an
organization set upon granting
ailing children their wishes.
This week-long fundraiser,
which takes place all throughout the U.S. consists of a series
of events culminathig in a larger competition. At UPS, Sigma
Chi and the sororities participated in the occasion, raising
more money than many large
SEE DERBY DAYS PAGE 3

PHOTO COURTESY OF LAUREN SHATZ

Kapiolani Street is excited to
Members of Sigma Chi raised over $14, 000 and donated the
hear Tess Gallagher's poetry reading
money to the Make a Wish Foundation during Derby Days.
today.
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New Sexual Assault Policy Homecoming 2007:
awaiting trustee approval weekend in pictures a

Sines
rsines@ups.edu
By Richard

News "Writer
As early as spring semester,
UPS may implement a new
sexual assault policy. This policy, the product of three years
of revision and reconstruction,
will be presented to the Board
of Trustees within the next few
weeks for final approval.
These revisions have been
examined by the Vagina AntiViolence Alliance, ASUPS,
Human Resources and other
committees.
Of the many changes made to
the policy, the most significant
may be the process through
which the perpetrator's punishment is decided.
Currently, the decision goes
to one of three different boards,
depending on the preference of
the_perpetrator.
"The biggest problem was
the respondent had the choice
as to where the situation would
be resolved," said Mike Segawa,
Dean of Students.
"This was taking the choice
out of the hands of the survivor," Segawa said.
Assistant Dean of Students

Debbie Chee addressed the
shortcomings of the current
sexual assault policy.
"The process wasn't victimfriendly; it allowed a lot of control for the alleged perpetrator,"
Chee said. "The six years I've
been working in judicial affairs
I haven't been happy with the
process."
Segawa also disliked the fact
that an Honor Court heard the
sexual assault allegations. "It
was not a very good setting to
try and resolve the issue. The
possibility of the case going to
the Honor Court has been a
discouraging factor for victims
to bring allegations forward."
Chee explained how the
new Sexual Misconduct Board
would have the opportunity to
meet separately with the individuals in question. The new
board will encourage a freeflowing exchange of information in order to better replay
the scene.
"Each party will have the opportunity to identify discrepancies between the stories," she
said.
In addition to the new decision-making process, other
revisions will be put into effect. For the most part, these
changes included strengthen-

ing the language and defini- ••
tions related to sexual assault. •.
Specifically, the new policy will ;
contain more clarifying terms •
for consent, and different ap- .
plications designed to increase •.
confidentiality.
In large part these changes •
came from comparable aca- :
demic institutions. Segawa ;
identified the University of
Virginia as one of the primary ••
schools where much of the lan- .
guage for the new policy origi- ;
nated. •
Currently all these changes •
are merely parts of a proposal :
that has yet to be approved. ;
With the end of the month, •
the fate of the proposal will be :
decided.
"It's just a matter of jump- ;
ing through all the right hoops ••
now," Segawa said. `I'm very .
confident it will be adopted." ;
The only question remaining ;
is the timing of the implemen- •
tation here at UPS.
"Rolling it out in the middle ;
of the year will give it more visibility than if we had changed it •
over the summer," Segawa said. :
"I'm hoping it will be adopted ;
next semester." •

•
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a

Seattle hip hop group Blue Scholars performed to a sold
out crowd Saturday night following the Homecoming
game, much to the delight of UPS students.

a

Richard Sines carries the "Rape •.
is not Sexy" info card in his wallet. ••

a

•

Thompson Hall remodeling
project continues as scheduled
By Darin Leedy

dleedy@ups.edu
News Writer
Remodeling at Thompson
Hall is proceeding according to schedule and- is still on
budget, Bob Kief said, associate vice president for Facilities
Services.

"The whole project is going
very well," he said. "We're very
pleased with the progress."
The east wing was finished
six weeks ahead of time, and
south wing renovations are still
on schedule. There is testing
and final finishing going on in
the east and north wing.
Recently, several items have

ASUPS PHOTO SERVICES/KAT COWAN-STUCKY

A peek through one of Thompson Hall's windows reveals the
reconstruction project that is currently underway.

.
been completed, including .
landscaping between Thomp- •.
son and the music building and ;
plantings on the north side of •
the building. The Slater Muse- •.
um of Natural History, which ;
had been temporarily relocated, ;
is being moved back into the •
building and should be ready :
in January for the spring se- ;
mester. Window replacements
and roof finishing in the south •
wing remain to be completed. :
Kief said that professors and ;
students have been understanding of the construction noise, •
and that noise should begin to •.
go down soon; in two to three ;
weeks much of the construc- •
tion will be interior work on .
the south wing. Thompson •.
Hall construction should be •
finished next summer, and will
be open for next fall semester.
Renovations on the north ;
and east wings of Thompson
Hall began in May 2006, as the •
second phase in the construction of the new UPS science ;
center. The third and last phase •
consists of renovation on the
south wing and began in May •.
2007. The first phase was the ;
construction of Earned Hall, •
which began in 2005.
Darin Leedy talks to the Harned ••
whale when no one's watching. ••
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Residents of Schiff Hall competed against other campus
clubs and residence halls for a $300 prize during Songfest.
Anderson-Langdon Hall won the contest.
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Adelphians, UPS' co-ed concert choir, celebrated its 75th
anniversary with a brunch and concert.
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NEWS
Expeditionary plans to open
campus bike shop in Nov.
By Darin Leedy

dleedy@ups.edu
News Writer

le

A student-run bike shop,
opening in early November,
will provide free bike repair
training and tool use to the
campus community.
The bike shop is run by volunteer mechanics, who will
meet with bike owners who
make appointments, according
to advisor Justin Canny, Assistant Director of Student Activities for Outdoor Programs.
The volunteers will teach people how to repair their own bicycles, and the shop will provide tools and will sell a limited
number of parts.
The shop is still "a work in
progress," said senior Peter
Ryan, who helped start the
shop. He said volunteers are
working on setting a structural
foundation and standardizing the training programs, so
that the shop will be sustainable. Logistics such as liability,
parts ordering and advertising
need to be worked out before
it opens.

ASUPS PHOTO SERVICES / GLORIA TRESEDER

Senior Lucy Carpenter repairs her bicycle. A new bike shop will
open in November, providing free repair training to campus.

The bike shop received $1300
from ASUPS, which paid for
tools, and is looking at applying to the Sustainability Advisory Committee for a grant.
Their next big expense will be
a tent; currently the bike shop
will operate outside the Expeditionary.
The goals of the bike shop
are to promote
sustain ability,
bike safety and a
healthy lifestyle.
Aside from roviding the s
and tools to fix
bicycles, the bike
shop will spread
safety information
through events
and advertising.
S
Canny said that
teaching people
about bike safety
is important, since
many cyclists do
not wear helmets
or use lights in the
dark.
Volunteers are
trying to make
the bike shop a
fun and friendly
place, since visiting bike shops can
be intimidating.
"Our goal is to
create a welcomASUPS PHOTO SERVICES/GLORIA TRESEDER ing and supportThe bicycle shop will provide tools for stu- ive environment
for all UPS comdents to use and will sell some bike parts.

•

•

a
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munity members," Ryan said.
One of the reasons he wanted to start a bike shop because
he had heard about similar
programs at other colleges like
Oberlin and Evergreen. He
also said he noticed students
would stop riding their bikes
because something small was
wrong with them.
"I'm confident that once we
open we'll be a really cool resource for the community,"
R an said.
ere are many goals for the
bike shop. Ryan hopes that the
bike shop will be able to start a
free community bike program
for the campus. He also hopes
in the future it will spread to
the surrounding community,
in order to help build UPS s
relationship with Tacoma. He
said they would also like to offer a quarter unit bike maintenance and safety class at UPS
to help educate volunteers and
students.
Bike shop meetings take
-place at 9 p.m. Wednesdays in
Murray Board Room, and Ryan
encourages anyone who would
like to be involved to come.
Volunteers do not need to have
any mechanic experience, since
training is provided. There are
also scheduling, promotion,
inventory and other logistical
jobs to be done, for those not
mechanically inclined.
Darin Leedy is a little shy about
bringing her tricycle in for repairs.

DERBY DAYS
schools like the University of
Oregon.
The Penny Wars was one of
the many competitions which
make up Derby Days in addition to the date auction (won
by Pi Beta Phi, raising $2,200),
the T-shirt contest, bake-off
and relay race.
Seniors Dana Wikstrom and
Brett Veerhusen largely organized Derby Days, put on by
Sigma Chi. Planning began
at the start of the summer of
2007, and finished with the
relay race and the accomplishment of exceeding the $12,000
goal.
"By increasing the overall
satistaction [with the events]
we figured we could increase
our goal monetarily," Veerhusen said.
"Almost all the credit goes
to the sororities; we just gave
them the means and a fun
cometition," he said.
Wikstrom and Veerhusen
spent a large amount of time in
the -planning of Derby Days.
"We just wanted to raise
agood amount of money to
fulfill a kid's wish," Wikstrom
said.
A week of fun and a competitive atmosphere ended on the
track with the relay race.
"It ended with the frat and
all the sororities cheering and
supporting everyone else,"
Veerhausen said.
The exciting finish also
marked the end of the fundraising that exceeded the previous year's $13,000. Wikstrom

CONT. FROM PAGE I

said that in comparison to the
previous years, "This year ended with a much more positive
atmosphere."
Veerhusen, Wikstrom and
the members of Sigma Chi's
satisfaction is shared by the
sororities. Junior Alisha Edmundson, president of Pi Beta
Phi, shared her impression of
this year's Derby Days and her
hopes for future years.
"I hope to see Sigma Chi
sustain their amazing dedication to Make A Wish Foundation," she said. "I hope that
every sorority will continue to
participate as well as they did
this year. I was so pleased with
the participation from Pi Phi,
and am proud of every member
of my sorority."
Veerhusen and Wikstrom
shared the satisfaction of Edmundson.
"This is a prime example of
how the Greek system at UPS
can come together and have a
positive impact on the campus
and surrounding community,"
Wikstrom said.
Even after a year of success in
reaching their goals, Veerhusen
and Wikstrom have even higher expectations for the years to
come.
"Our hopes for the upcoming
years are rather than a single
fundraiser, we hope to implement another spring fundraiser, possibly a silent auction and
a dinner,"Veerhusen said.
Richard Sines' wish is to go to
space camp.

SUMMER SESSION
Register for Spring with Summer In Mind!
The schedule for Summer Session 2008 is now
available for pick up at the Registrar's Office,
Jones 013. You can also access the Summer
schedule through Course Offerings in Cascade.
The schedule for Summer Session 2008 includes
a number of Connections core courses, as well
as other courses that will meet the
Upper Division requirement.

Security Report
The following incidents occurred on campus and were reported to Security Services.

a

On Oct. 2, a staff member reported a bag of clothes and electronic accessories stolen from
her unlocked vehicle. The vehicle was parked in the Library lot when the theft occurred.
On Oct. 3, a student reported a box of jewelry stolen from her vehicle. The vehicle ma y
not have been secured at the time of the theft, the student said. The vehicle was parked on N.
Lawrence Street when the theft occurred.
On Oct. 8, a student report his laptop computer was stolen from his unlocked and unoccupied room on Oct. 5. He said he and several others observed a suspicious male in the house
prior to noticing the computer missing. They said they checked the area around the house after
discovering the theft, but were unable to locate the individual.
On Oct. 11, a student reported expensive personal items stolen from his vehicle while it
was parked on campus near N. 18th and Lawrence Streets. The suspects entered the vehicle by
shattering a side window.
On Oct. 13, a performer on campus reported his laptop computer was stolen from one of
the meeting rooms in the Wheelock Student Center. The meeting room was being used as a
hospitality area before the show.
Always remove valuables for your vehicle and keep it locked at all times.
Secure your room at all times. Keep doors and windows locked - especially when you are
away.
'Report suspicious people and/or activity immediately to Security Services at extension
3311.
Security receives many items of lost and found each week. Items range from student identification cards to bicycles. Please visit us if you are missing something. Security staff will make
an effort to notify property owners when the information is available.
Courtesy ofTodd A Badham.

Not Ready for the LSAT?

We are the Steven Klein Company, LSAT Specialists. After 18
years and 4,500 students, there probably isn't anyone who
knows more about this test or how to teach it than we do. That
is why Steven still teaches all his own classes. That is why you
should call us.
Our nine week course features 36 hours of class time with
weekly help sessions, seven mock exams and assistance with the
application process for the reasonable price of $1095.
We can answer any LSAT question - let us prove it. Call now for
a free seminar.
206-524-4915
Steven Klein Company
www.stevenklein.com
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ne of the best students a home away
attributes of this from home-one that s
university is its location, cleaner, friendlier and
as the Pacific Northwest one in which you can
is home to hundreds if drink at a younger age.
not thousands of various
While Canada presoutdoor activities. An- ents great opportunities
other great thing about for a weekend getaway,
the Pacific Northwest new government poliis its close proximity cies from both the U.S.
to our neighbor to the and Canada require
north, Canada.
students to plan ahead
Just 110 miles from before whisking off to
Seattle, Canada offers foreign lands.

For over 100 Years, Robson
Street has been the downtown
Vancouver shopping, staple.
Host to more than 150 shops,
Chanel
Dolce & Gabbana
Betsey Johnson
Dior

including chic boutiques,
trendy cafes, and tons of
dining venues, Robson
Street is a must do.
Prada
Armani Exchange
BCBG
Zara

011inadal•
•
Ouldoort•
From the rugged snow covered
mountains to the
equally as rugged
coast, outdoor ac- a
tivities are plentiful
in and around Vancouver.
If you want to
stay in town, try
Stanley Park. With
over 1,000 dedicated acres just 1 mile
from downtown
Vancouver, Stanley
Park is host to a
number of attractions from gardens
to natural and his- •
torical exhibits.
Also located just outside downtown is Wreck
Beach, the first and largest nude beach in B.C.
Wreck Beach spans 7.8 km long and wraps itself around English Bay. From across the by
Stanley Park is visible as well as various other
islands dotting the coast.
However if your the PSO type, and really •
want to get away, Vancouver is within driving
distance of hundreds of fantastic hiking spots
such as Norvan Fall, Port Moody, Squamish,
Garibaldi Lake, Elfin Lakes, Fraser Valley and
Lighthouse Park

a

flight tile

Vancouver offers various
nightlife from the pub scene to
the dance scene in each of its
distinct neighborhoods.

Granville
Roxy: Advertises their dress
code as 'no track suits or ripped
jeans". Fine by us.
Commodore Ballroom: A
House of Blues venue that features live music and a sprung
dance floor.
The Jolly Taxpayer: Britishstyle pub with a pool table and
leather seating
Yaletown
Richard's on Richards:
Great venue for seeing international artists
Gastown
Sonar: A venue where the
DJ scene is alive and well

a
Skiing
Vancouver and the
surrounding areas puts
some of the best skiing in the world at student's fingertips. Here
are some of the most
popular ski resorts and
areas:

a

Whistler Blackcomb
Grouse Mountain
Cypress Mountain
Mt. Seymour

•
General Information
Border Patrol: Crossing the U.S.-Canadian border requires either a passport or birth certificate and government-issued ID.
Exchange rate: Currently, 1 US Dollar = 0.97799 Canadian Dollar

•
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"HEY YOU," person who
stole my 12 oz. vanilla
latte...fuck that.

"HEY YOU," crustaceans
why don't you put your
skeleton on the inside?
"HEY YOU," I just wanted
to screw you (awkward
turkey).

•

"HEY YOU," Mr. Banana
Man, give me a go.
"HEY YOU," kid with the
rolling back pack. Keep on
rollin'.

•

GEORGE FOX UNIVERSITY
DOCTORAL PROGRAM IN CLINICAL PSYCHOLOGY

Wanna write a Hey You?
Send your call outs to:
trailheyyou@ups.edu
Rules:
No names or identifying
descriptions (jersey
numbers, initials, etc.)
-Must be submitted
weekend prior to
publication.
•
"HEY YOU," Chemistry
Department, it's been four
years and I still don't
understand why labs aren't
worth any credit.
"HEY YOU," Squeezle,
squeak--io). squeak squeaky
squeaken=keep your filthy
paws off the unsuspecting
Freshmen girls!
"HEY YOU," roomy, what
would I do without your
constant support, smiles,
and jumper cables? You are
my sunshine.

•

"HEY YOU," Rockies,
you're going to rock the
World Series! Purple Reign!
"HEY YOU," thanks for
watching "Knocked Up"
with me ;).

• "HEY YOU," pretty Art/
Bio boi, you can ring my
chimes anytime and any
way...
"HEY YOU," I need you so
much closer because you're
my wonderwall, and my
soul is useless without you.
"HEY YOU," roommate,
there's this cool thing. It's
called locking the door. Try
it.
"HEY YOU," TP3 RA, will
you switch teams for me?

11

"HEY YOU," you can be
friendly when you're sober,
too.

"HEY YOU," two-by-two,
hands of blue.
"HEY YOU," this isn't your
dance class. Stop being a
control freak and shut up.
"HEY YOU," you look
exactly like Keira Knightly.
"HEY YOU," you're winn..
No, now you just lost the
game
"HEY YOU," just because
you're friends with my
friend doesn't mean we're
friends
"HEY YOU," cute guy who
had the chin rest problems,
I couldn't keep my eyes off
your for the entire concert.
"HEY YOU," I will learn
how to whistle. Recognize.
"HEY YOU," haters
of T/P... we won a Flat
Screen TV for winning the
Decorating Competition.
What did you win?
"HEY YOU," smokers on
the steps of Seward, move
down 20 feet so I won't die
along with you.
"HEY YOU," rolled-up
paper napkins, why do you
torment me so?
"HEY YOU," Diversions
Cafe, how about opening in
time for me to ACTUALLY
get coffee before my 8AM
class? That is your job,
right?
"HEY YOU," forever and
always.
"HEY YOU," can we
PLEASE make this official?
"HEY YOU," Big Yellow
Leaf. You are so big and
yellow. Thank you for being
my friend.

"HEY YOU," Big Yellow
Leaf. I wish you didn't dry
up; I can no longer take you
along the places I go
without the crinkled
loss of your beautiful
extremities.
"HEY YOU," Cellar guy,
I wish I had an excuse to
see you besides buying ice
cream!

psyd.georgefox.edu
Accredited by the American Psychological Association
750 First St. NE, Washington DC 20002-4242
www.apa.org

I

800-374-2721

"HEY YOU," PVS, you had
me at bonjour!
"HEY YOU," all Boys!
"HEY YOU," I have no
idea who you are but the
other day when you were
walking down the hall I
flipped you off with both
hands and you had no idea!
What are you going to do
about it?
"HEY YOU," final call, all
birds please report to the
aviary. We have your eggs.
"HEY YOU," FFC fan,
your team is idiotic but
you're pretty. You should
come debate the issue with
me.
"HEY YOU," know-it-all,
I don't care how smart you
are, give us a chance to get
some participation credit.

GEORGE

Fox

SCHOOL OF BEHAVIORAL
AND HEALTH SCIENCES
414 N. Meridian St. #6149
Newberg, OR 97132
800-631-0921

Lighthouse Laundry
5738 N. 26th St. #2

Westgate South • Tacoma
(corner of 26th & Pearl)
M atthew
5 . 14-16

OPEN
6AM-11PM
EVERYDAY

Visit us at www.lighthouselaundry.com

Cot4tey

Lovt

"HEY YOU," we hang
around the same circles,
why not acknowledge me?
"HEY YOU," All Boys
Club, when's the next
episode coming out?
"HEY YOU," October 26, 5
p.m., Rendezvous.
"HEY YOU," people who
write on desks, stop it!
"HEY YOU," everyone
in Town Crier, you guys
rocked. Keep it going!

Annual check-ups, birth control,
emergency contraception, early abortion,
HPV vaccine, testing for pregnancy and STIs,
education and treatment.

Planned zenthood
f
sternas

www.ppww.org I 1.800.23o.PLAN
-

VISA

Ask if you qualify for FREE Services.
We'll bill most major insurance companies.
Planned Parenthood• is a scri(c)(3) not-for-profit organization.
Ozoo7 Planned Parenthood' of Western Washington.
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Jon Stewart is just a comedian, not a saint s
Comedy Central is not exactly an adequate news source
Colbert 2008" bumper sticker.
Heck, there is even a Facebook
sdoherty@ups.edu
group of 185 UPS students
Opinions Writer
titled "I am a Well-Informed
American Citizen Because I
I'm sorry Watch The Daily Show."
With the addition of The
to break
this to you Colbert Report following The
folks, but Daily Show, Stewart and the
Jon Stewart writers have a full hour to
is not Jesus, grasp our allegiance–or at least
even if he is our prescience–in order to inJewish. In crease their Nielsen ratings.
fact, he is not We should perhaps think more
even the political Jesus of our cautiously before deciding our
day, even if some of us college political truths should be derived from a couple of comedistudents think he is.
According to a poll conduct- ans, no matter how intelligent
and funny they
ed in 2004
are.
Pew Researc h
We should perhaps
Last WednesCenter for the
People and the think more cautiously day, Stewart jokPress, 21 per- before deciding our ingly suggested
cent of those political truths should that Presidenbetween the be derived from a cou- tial candidate
Mike Huckabee
ages of 18 and
29 cited The ple of comedians, no had committed
Daily Show or matter how intelligent murder. It was
hilarious, but
Saturday Night and funny they are.
unfortunately, it
Live as a place
certainly
oes
they regularly
get their news. It was in this not make The Daily Show
period before the 2004 elec- adequate as one's only news
tion that male viewers 18-29 source, or even as a primary
were first found to be more one. Stewart and his writers
likely to watch The Daily Show even admit that their purpose
than any of the network news is not to bring us the news, but
shows. The signs of allegiance to provide humorous commento Stewart on this campus are tary
As Stewart explained in 2004,
everywhere. If you don't believe me, ask yourself when the "There's a difference between
last time you saw a "Stewart/
SEE STEWART PAGE 7
By Seth B. Doherty

ELLIOT 1 ROT I ER

Who needs a real social life Support for Israeli •
when you have Facebook? boycott questioned

not Myspace because I thought people you are friends with, or
it
was classier. I really do enjoy even in the same network as.
ieyre@ups.edu
Facebook. Shamelessly, in fact. I really wonder if anyone else
Opinions Writer
But as much as I use it, there besides me feels creepy and
are things about this website perverse when they do this.
C o n t r a r y that I really can't ignore. If you News Feed allows you to keep
to the big- haven't gotten a Facebook al- up with what your friends are
gest source of ready, here are a few things that up to, but really it just ends up
propaganda might dissuade you.
telling you every time someone
1) The amount of time it changes their profile quotes or
on the planet
(people over takes up. If you have a Face- adds an application. Which is a
the age of book and don't check it every nice segway into:
3) Mythical creatures. Myth35), there are worse things for day or every other day, there s
you than drugs. Video games, very little point. Who knows ical creature applications on
Facebook (and
for example, are just as addic- what you might
tive. Grey's Anatomy, when it have missed in
I really do enjoy Fa- my friends inviting me to
is on TV at the same time as that period of
The Office and you live in a time? Someone cebook. Shameless117; join them) are
really the most
co-ed dorm, can ruin lives. I've may have writ- in fact. But as muc
as I use it, there are annoying things
heard that people can even be ten a new note,
distracted by their own com- or their rela- things about this web- happening on
puters. tionship status
site that I really can't Facebook at
this juncture.
The worst distraction on my or profile pic- ignore.
Pirates, Ninjas,
computer is a website called ture may have
changed... the
Jedi, Sith, ZomFacebook.
Facebook is second in size fact is, it appears and disap- bies,Werewolves, Vampires and
only to MySpace in internet pears from your News Feed just Unicorn chasers (If only I was
communities today. Facebook, as quickly. Unlike a uni-faceted making that up) are just a few
unlike Myspace, was created website (like Livejournal.com ) of the irritating things that bite
for the express use of college there's too much happening on everyone on Facebook. There's
students. Even though it has Facebook to only check every a new application called "Slaymoved beyond those param- once in awhile. Hence, the ad- ers " apparently designed to rid
the Facebook world of these
eters, the website is still used diction begins.
2) The Wall-to-Wall, News obnoxious creatures. The fact
primarily on college campuses.
There is a bit more legitimacy Feed and other instruments that someone bothered to creadded to Facebook's name in of stalkerdom. Seriously, if you
my eyes because of its college want to, you can look at whole
SEE FACEBOOK PAGE 7
roots; I joined Facebook and Wall conversations between
By Isabelle Eyre
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Midnight
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Congress's call for an academic
boycott
of South African uniwzafar@ups.edu
versities, President Thomas jusGuest Opinions Writer
tified hisposition by defending
"the fundamental values of the
If
President Ronald Thomas academy
Although his actions were
once wrote in the Seattle Times
that Cardinal Newman, the symbolic and inconsequential within the 0
eccentric 19th
larger dialectic,
century CathoPresident Thomas the President's
lic theologian
and scholar, had justified his position position unurged people "to by defending "the dermines the
seek truth for its fundamental values of taproot of the
"liberal arts" the
own sake with- the academy."
campus cornout regard for
munity has inpractical convested in and
sequences." In
his famous work, The Idea of covets.
In endorsing the Bollinger
a University, Newman wrote
that "university seems to be in statement, President Thomas
its essence, a place for the corn- absconded from his fiduciary
munication and circulation of duties by jeopardizing UPS'
thought, by means of personal relationship with U.K. institutions.
intercourse."
Furthermore, as The Trail
In signing Lee Bollinger's
document, "Boycott Israeli noted last week, the decision
Universities? Boycott Ours was surreptitiously made by
Too," sponsored by the Ameri- President Thomas and Acacan Jewish Committee, Presi- demic Vice President Kris
dent Thomas chose to avoid Bartanen—the board, the fac- 0
the consequences and his sub- ulty senate nor ASUPS knew
sequent justification obfuscated anything, about it. Professor
Neshyba s contribution runthe truth.
Like the liberal apologists ning concurrently handles these
who opposed Nelson ManSEE SIGNING PAGE 7
dela and his African National
By Walid Zafar
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logistical issues in depth. In
attempting to scare the UCU
into backing away from even
discussing a boycott (which
worked), Lee Bollinger and
his co-signers, including President Thomas, interfered in the
democratic process of another
nation.
The Brandeis-educated scholar reduced the plight of the Palestinians to a mere abstraction,
a "political disagreement of the
moment." Certainly, we should
expect someone who attended
an institution founded by an
influential Zionist to understand that the Palestinian issue
is more than a disagreement.
When in November 1947, the
United Nations adopted Resolution 181, partitioning the
Palestinian homeland and creating a contiguous Jewish state,
the Jewish leadership in Palestine implemented a policy of
ethnically cleansing the indigenous Palestinians from their
historical—though not Biblically promised—homeland. In the
months that ensued, 800,000
Palestinians were forcefully
uprooted from their homes,
531 villages were extirpated
and 11 urban neighborhoods
were cleansed of their unwanted residents. This catastrophe,
which Palestinians call the
Nakba," resulted in one of the
worst refugee problems in the
modern era.
As it stands, the indigenous
population has no viable state,
Gaza and the West Bank are
the most densely populated
areas in the world, and the
Israeli military continues its
war of attrition to make life
unbearable. Palestinians must
deal with tortuous routes and
checkpoints in which children
are sometimes strip-searched;
women are forced to remove
sanitary napkins and a 5-min-

CONT. FROM PAGE

6

ute trip often takes hours. In
all, there are over 500 checkpoints and roadblocks in the
West Bank and the majority of
these are far from Israel's internationally-recognized border.
To make matters worse, there
are more than 250,000 ewish settlers living in the est
Bank and another 200,000 in
East Jerusalem. Indiscriminate bulldozing of Palestinian
homes and cutting off electricity are also not uncommon.
Israel is now a prosperous
democracy, but Palestinians
whose land was confiscated
do not share in this prosperity.
As President Thomas tenuously champions "intellectual
exchange," he neglects to note
that Palestinian scholars are
not permitted to enter Israel.
Far worse is that Israeli curriculum to this day teaches that
the Palestinians voluntarily left
their homeland after the partition.
As Benny Tziper wrote in
Haaretz, Israel's most prestigious newspaper, "finally some
of our arrogant professors will
start to feel a tiny drop of the
feelings of Palestinian professors whose academic freedom
is routinely crushed under the
force of Israeli occupation." If
President Thomas was a determined supporter of academic
freedom, he would either not
get involved in these partisan
campaigns, or be resolute in
defending obstruction of "communication and circulation of
thought" everywhere it exists.
However, when it comes to
sympathizing with the Palestinians, the consequences are
often unpalatable.
Walid Zafar has been researching this topic for months, leading up
to this article.
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Student proposals result in
UPS environmental benefits
By Alex Goya
agoya@ups.edu
Opinions Writer

proposal. In stark contrast with come back in 30 years and see
typical residential living, we your little project still keeping
have the power to implement the school clean?
tangible change on our cornIt is important to realize that
munity, and we even get the because we all live on the same
I'm stand- money to do it. A complicated planet; we are all involved in its
ing in a system of ballot questions and welfare. As students we are in
tent slightly budget appropriations simply a unique time in our life when
smaller than dont exist here. Here there is a we have the resources, the
the aver- free reign on new ideas. dedication, and the energy to
The worm pits are only one have tangible and immediate
age dorm
room star- of the creative solutions put impacts on the environment.
ing at what forth by a student last year. Out Having a project funded can be
appears to of nine proposals, five different as easy as and certainly rewardbe five large plastic bins filled student projects were funded ing. It's a good thing, no matter
with rotting garbage. It smells last year by the Sustainability how it smells.
• Alex Goya's next project is to
slightly worse than you would Advisory Committee, including a project
expect it to. I
bottle 'eau de worm bins.'
to monitor and
can't help but
Sustainability
grants
reduce electrismile a little bit
though; I guess are something that cal consumpCONT. FROM PAGE 6
this is what literally any student tion on campus.
progress smells can obtain with a de- As a matter of making a point
point and having
like.
cent proposition and a fact, any project an agenda.
don't have an
relating to susThe worm bins neatly typed proposal.
agenda to change the political
tainability
can
(what they're
be considered system. We have a more selfish
frequently reby the SAC. agenda, to entertain ourselves.
ferred to as)
We feel a frustration with the
were created as a pilot project Projects don't have to be lim- way politics are handled and
by a group of students this past ited to purely traditional en- the way politics are handled
April under a sustainability vironmental ideas, right now within the media."
grant, and are maintained b. a the committee is considering
Now, there is the often resmall group of volunteers. De- funding for the upcoming on ported 2006 study from Indipending on the success of the campus bike shop. Projects of ana University, which showed
program, the newly formed all sorts are possible as long as that The Daily Show has as
the- do tie in to sustainability.
(since 2005) Sustainabili
much substance as other news
Tie SAC is highly motivated broadcasts.
Advisory Committee (SA C)
However, this was
could be able to expand the and committed to enact UPS' more of a criticism of most
program on a larger scale, pos- sustainability commitment news broadcasts; they had as
sibly be allowed to handle all to become carbon neutral by little substance as a comedy
pre-consumer waste generated 2009. A lofty goal but one that show. So The Daily Show is
we can all be proud of and work arguably equal to, or superior
by UPS.
This success story is some- towards. It's why the SAC is to, many cable and network
thing that we UPS students are absolutely thirsty for ideas to news broadcasts. But is being
in a unique position to have. put into action. UPS needs you, as good as Bill O'Reilly or Lou
Sustainability grants are some- they need the crazy half-baked Dobbs much of an accomplishthing that literally any stu- ideas that have been moving ment?
dent can obtain with a decent mankind forward for millenStewart provides an enterproposition and a neatly typed nia. Plus, how cool will it be to taining piece of commentary
almost nightly, but there should
not be such allegiance to The
CONT. FROM PAGE 6
Daily Show. At the end of the
ate a "Slayers" application is inHarvard graduate Mark
"People communicate most around them, why did he create day (as should be obvious to
dicative of how annoying get- Zuckerburg, the creator of Fa- naturally and effectively with this website in the first place? anyone who as seen a number
ting constantly invited to these cebook, said in a recent Time their friends and the people The entire mantra of Facebook of Stewart's oddly gentle cegroups is. This is constantly so- Magazine interview that the around them." Zuckerburg is a substitute for real life. For lebrity interviews of the same
liciting, or "friend spamming," goal of Facebook was to con- said. If the creator of Face- example, the "Superpoke" ap- corrupt liars he has bashed the
Facebook friends to join other nect people who already knew book truly believes that people plication on Facebook allows night before) a comedy show
groups electronically.
each other in real life.
should interact with the people you to do every manner of owned by the media conglomstrange action towards another erate that is reliant on getting
advertisers and guests in order
person—from hugging to bit- to
keep running, is not the be all
ing to...tea-bagging? First of and end all of political thought.
all, you can just go up to some- There are just a few too many
one and hug them it you know variables fin- a comedian to be
them in real life, and second able to keep one's political alof all...this is Facebook sexual le "ance.
harassment.
N ow, I am not saying that
In general, I wouldn't say Fa- either Stewart or Colbert are
cebook brings people together useless, or not insightful. I am
in the real world. It takes up simply saying that they are only
time you could be using to actu- comedians (excellent comedially meet people and have a real ans) and we should treat them
conversation. Not wall posts as such—a high quality political
back and forth (which other cartoon, not as the actual text
people can read), but lengthy of the newspaper. We have the
discourses. Instead of talking BBC, NPR, the full wealth
in the café, people just get on of foreign sources, individual
their computers and start up- opinion, uneducated bias and
loading pictures (don't forget insider blogs the internet gives
to tag them). If Facebook en- us. I for one do enjoy The Daihanced real life, I would be all ly Show, but feel there are more
for it, but I have never chased a legitimate places to get one's
news than a comedy show that
unicorn in my daily life.
If Isabelle Eyre ever does is answerable to Viacom.
Seth Doherty 's. favorite ice
chase a unicorn in real life, she
cream
flavor is Ben & Jerry's
will retract this article.
ASUPS PHOTO SERVICES / HOLLY HARTMAN
"Arnericone Dream."
A student views her News Feed on Facebook, checking up on her internet social life.
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Teach For America (TFA) was started in 1990 by Wendy
Kopp as her senior thesis at Princeton University. The goat of
TFA was to send highly qualified, newly-graduated teachers
to teach at schools in low-income communities. Kopp's thesis was based on the idea that if there was an organization
that would let college students really make a difference in
places that needed it, they would take it. At the age of 21,
Kopp managed to raise $2.5 million in funds, hired a staff
and began promoting TFA around the country. In the first
year, 2,500 individuals responded to the new organization,
and 500 students were hired and started teaching in si
regions around the country.
Over the next 17 years, TFA made rapid progress, expanding from six regions in 1990 to 26 in 2007, employing more
than 5,000 corps members. It also enjoyed national acclaim
when in 2001, Laura Bush said it was one of the top organizations she supports, and when in 2005, Hurricane Katrina
struck New Orleans and TFA created the Hurricane Relief
Corps.
Madeleine Ringham • Features Writer

ringham@ups.edu
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ers

Once accepted into the Teach for
weeks of training at one of TFA's
on how to work at an underprivil
summer school classes with the h
and practice how to react to diff
the classroom. Finally, you start
a community in need of qualified
hers currently work in areas deva
paid a full school-district salary,
forbearance on qualified student 1
term of service and a $9,450 E.
assignment. There are currently 5
TFA, and 17,000 alumni stilt involv
Cattle Johnson • Features Writer •

"We are in the midst of an educational crisis: in our country, your zip code
determines your opportunities. There are 13 million children in poverty today, and of these 13 million, only half wilt graduate from high school. Half.
This is maddening and heart-breaking. Teach For America is on the cutting
edge of educational reform; their philosophy of high expectations and diligence not only makes incredible gains in the classroom, but also impacts
the lives of thousands in school and beyond."
-Ellie Kuhne, UPS TFA Campus Campaign Coordinator
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Teach for menca has changed the
lives of over 2.5 million children

merica program, you begin five
Ammer institutes, where you focus
ed school. After training, you teach
p of an instructor, get feedback
ent situations you might face in
our two-year position at a school in
tachers. For example, many memhated by Hurricane Katrina. You are - - •
icluding benefits. Plus, you can get
ans, interest payments during your
atl n award at the end of your
00 college graduates working for
d in closing the educational gap.
njohnson@ups.edu

Students choose TFA for many reasons. Some say that they

want to influence the lives of kids who wouldn't otherwise
have an opportunity to succeed, while others want leadership
experience. Many just feel lucky to have had a quality education and want to pass it on to the 13 million American children growing up in poverty, without access to even a standard education. If you want to actually make a difference
instead of just talking about it, TFA is a good way to go.
Callie Johnson • Features Writer • cmjohnson@ups.edu

1 N1 VFIV.IT)

Teach For America views educational inequity as "the nation's
greatest injustice," and works for the day when students in
low-income communities will have the same educational opportunities as students living in higher-income communities. By
2010, TFA hopes to employ 7,500 corps members and to dispatch them to 33 regions around the country. Other pivotal
goals are to advance students by at least 1.5 grade levels per
year, to narrow the gap between higher-income and lower-income students, and to "build an enduring American institution,"
to fight against this injustice until it no longer exists.
Madeleine Ringham • Features Writer • mringham@ups.edu

iUPS PI-40T0 SERVICES/HOLLY I4ARTMAN

STATISTICS COURTESY OF HTTP://WWW.TEACHFORAMERICA.ORG/
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KUPS delivers excellent obscure music •
By David Tveite
dtveite@ups.edu
A&E Writer

•

About a month ago, I was
driving into Seattle with a
friend of mine. On this particular journey, my iTrip was on
the fritz and, given our severely
limited options for music (your
average 1995 Chevy Lumina
unfortunately does not come
stacked with add-ons — no CD
player, not even a tape deck)
my friend in the passenger seat
was stuck dutiffilly scanning
through radio stations, looking
for something half-interesting.
After changing stations for
several minutes without finding anything that didn't sound
exactly like Nickelback, we
stumbled across something really jarring. It was a simple tune,
just a man and his guitar, lacking much studio flair (in fact, it
sounded quite a bit like it had
been recorded inside a coffee
can), but at the same time it
was a strange kind of beautiful
— nakedly and gut-wrenchingly
sincere and emotional. After
listening in bemused confusion
for a long moment, my friend
finally put his finger on it.
ASUPS PHOTO SERVICES/ANDREW SHERIDAN
"Dude," he said suddenly, "is
KUPS
DJ
and
loud
rock
music
director
Adrianne
Akmajian
ponders
which
exciting,
esoteric
song
to
play
for the campus community.
this Niandra Lades?"
Eureka. The album in quesMore specifically, we were strumental music said. "It's an anywhere in the world through UPS students great music, eition, Niandra Lades and Usually
listening
to KUPS (FM 90.1), opportunity to turn people on the magic of the internet.
ther.
Just a T-Shirt, was recorded by
The winds of change have
"We are not just interested
John Frusciante, guitarist of the UPS' own radio station. Broad- to music that they probably
been blowing hard going into in the University's community,
Red Hot Chili Peppers, during casting from a booth in the wouldn't hear otherwise."
KUPS gives time slots to sev- this school year, and KUPS has but also the greater Tacoma
his darkest days in the mid- basement of Wheelock Stunineties. He was desperately dent Center, KUPS frequently eral different genres — devoting experienced quite a bit of turn- area," Merrell said. The Sound
isgoing to blast through the
addicted to heroin at the time. carries out the dirty job (but most daytime programming over since last year.
"The core staff of the station UPS bubble and share aweThe record was released mainly someone's gotta do it) of bring- throughout the week to alterto gain funding for the afore- ing underrated and underex- native music, with nights set has changed drastically," KUPS' some local and independent
mentioned addiction and as posed music to the masses. The aside for electronic and loud general manager Greg Merrell music."
So keep your FM dial tuned
a result had little mainstream radio station features shows rock (metal, hardcore, etc.). said. "Traditionally, there are a
potential, despite containing from dozens of UPS students, Weekends are given tojust handful of staff members that to 90.1 this school year and
a few real gems. So who had showcasing a massive variety of about everything else (includ- carry over from one year to the you just might stumble across
ing the aforementioned instru- next, but out of thirteen stu- something that really blows
put it on the radio? The answer musical styles and tastes.
mental program, as well as funk, dent staff members, only two your mind.
"KUPS
gives
me
a
soapbox
came at the end of the song,
Or at the very least, I've never
when an unnaturally deep voice to advertise some of my fa- blues and even a talk show). A are returning."
KUPS's goals for this year heard them play any Creed.
informed us that we were lis- vorite bands," sophomore Jef- full DJ schedule can be found
-David Tveite sometimes refers to
frey Merrion, host of a Sunday at kups.ups.edu , where you can aren't only limited to bringing
tening to The Sound.
himself as DJJazzy Dave.
morning show focusing on in- also listen to the station from

Java Jive bombs as "Pushing Daisies" thrives with
homecoming opener smart writing and characters
By Maggy Curran
mcurran@ups.edu
A&E Writer
Many artists are notorious
for having temperaments and
running on their own schedule. The latter was true for the
performers of Java Jive, the annual kickoff to Homecoming.
Traditionally, it is an informal
event; people interested in
drinking coffee and listening
to the Under7round Jazzgroup.
got their cafeinated dri nks of
choice at Diversions Cafe and
gathered in the piano lounge
next-door. The lounge's chairs
had been strategically set up in
a haphazard semicircle facing
inward.
Thegroup of attendees was a
mix ofalumni(both young and
old), parents, and a few scattered current faculty and students. I was placed somewhere
behind a group of reuniting
alumni, who loudly expressed
their excitement for seeing
each other again.
To demonstrate the informality of the event, it was a quarter
after four (when the event was
scheduled to start), the singers
were still standing around and

socializing, and there was still
no apparent emcee or leader
of the group and of the entire situation. As I noticed the
lack of commencement, a girl
in front of me asked, "Who is
in charge of this?" It was good
timing as I was wondering that
myself. Her concern, however, was not shared by the rest
of those attending: One girl
napped in her chair, while others read newspapers and talked
amongst themselves.
Finally, at 4:20, a loud "excuse
me" was heard over the chatter, and the manager of Diversions spoke briefly to explain
the event and simultaneously
emphasize the importance of
the cafe on campus. We then
found out that this year marked
the 10th anniversary of Underground Jazz, and this performance was conducted in honor
of those of the group who had
graduated. Even before it actually began, people watching
have spilled out in front of the
information desk acting as a
wall around the lounge.
Once they started, the Underground Jazz group, clad in jeans
and black T-shirts (a standard

SEE JAVA PAGE I2
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By Elyssa Dahl
edahl@ups.edu
A&E Writer
If you can manage to pull
yourself away from the monotony of "America's Next Top
Model," your Wednesday night
programming will become far
more entertaining.
On Oct. 3, ABC debuted a
highly acclaimed new show,
"Pushing Daisies." The premise combines a complex mix of
murder, pie and moral dilemmas.
Ned is a pie-baker in a nondescript town. His life appears quaint before a series of
flashbacks reveal the show's
twist: Ned has the gift to bring
things to life by simply touching them. Thus, all the fruit in
his pies is perfectly ripe. But
PHOTO COURTESY: TV.YAHOO.COM
he also uses his gift on a larger
Any
show
with
an
eye-patched
character
is
a guaranteed success.
scale: murder victims.
Teamed up with a private inUpon discovering his gift at
vestigator, Emerson Cod, who As always, there is a catch. If
is the only one who knows Ned leaves someone alive for a young age, he saves his dog
from death but is forced to
the secret, Ned goes morgue- more than a minute, another
hopping to wake up bodies, person has to die, innocent or never again pet his precious
investigate their murders, and not. If he touches them for companion. His mother, too,
collect the reward money for a second time after bringing receives his touch when she
solving the crime. Greedy? No. them to life, they die permaSEE DAISIES PAGE 12
Resourceful? Yes. nently.
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Rosewood provides ideal retreat from SUB
with top-notch food, coffee and desserts
By Gina Tzodikov
gtzodikov@ups.edu
A&E Writer

Just six short blocks away from
campus you will find yourself
. at the lovely, quaint Rosewood
Café. Located at 3323 N. 26th
St., the café offers delectable
appetizers, soups, salads, sandwiches and desserts that qualify
for "out of this world" standing.
The Rosewood Café is situ. ated between Tacoma's Historic
Stadium and Proctor Districts.
All of the small houses with
gorgeous trees surrounding the
café add to its charm. The inside
is cozy and local artists' work
displayed on the walls.
Upon walking into this café, I
knew I had landed on an excellent place to please my palate.
In the display case I could see
scrumptious and gigantic cookies awaiting to be eaten and sophisticated espresso machines
behind the counter; I was eager
to begin my culinary adventure
at the Rosewood.
Ordering was a tough call, but
luckily I had my friends to help
order and share food so that
would not miss out on anything. I choose the warmed brie
starter, which was accompanied
by roasted hazelnuts and honey
with a warm crusty baguette
and fresh fruit. I coiLd not have
picked a more perfect starter. it
was impossible to stop spread'
ing the soft and sweet cheese on
the crunchy pieces of baguette.
I was having so much fun that I
did not take time to notice the
interesting artwork depicting a
blow dryer next to our table.

4
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ASUPS PHOTO SERVICES/HOLLY HARTMAN

Left: The charming exterior of the Rosewood Café on 26th Street. Right: The cafe's interior is both laid-back and sophisticated.

My friends both ordered the
tomato, basil and brie sandwich
which included creamy French
brie, tomato, red onion and
fresh basil on a ciabatta roll.
These sandwiches were excellent; the basil and onion added
a nice contrast to the mild brie
cheese. The crunchy bread it was
served with was also satisfying.
Both dishes were delicious
and made me want to come
back for more; however, I did
enjoy my brie platter more than
the sandwiches. Cheese, let
alone warm brie, is something
the SUB lacks.
Another savory item that I

did not have the time and room
in my stomach to order included the feta melt, which includes
feta cheese, roma tomatoes,
basil and olive oil served on a
warm baguette. Other dishes
that sounded appetizing were
the ciabatta club, served with
ham, turkey, lettuce, tomato,
red onion, cheddar and havarti
cheeses, and the home-style
mac & cheese, made of penne
pasta in a creamy four cheese
sauce garnished with breadcrumbs. The Rosewood Café is
looking to please its guests with
all sorts of tempting treats.
At a place like this, there

was no question when it came
time for dessert. I had caught
glimpses of a dessert called the
open-faced ice cream sandwich.
I split this with my friend, Rosie
Thompson, who said, "This is
possibly the best dessert I have
ever had!"
This scrumptious dessert
was served with a huge cookie
made of nuts, chocolate chips
and oatmeal, and was topped
with three scoops of vanilla ice
cream with caramel and chocolate sauce. Another dessert that
caught my eye, but that will
have to wait for next time is the
chocolate pot du crème. This

consists of a rich pot of chocolate decadence.
For those of you who are over
21, there is a featured beer and
wine list, and every Monday
night is wine night, when every
glass of wine is only $5.
The Rosewood Café is a must
for off-campus eating, hanging out, looking at artwork
and drinking. The environment
is upbeat, but also calm and
soothing and in turn, would
also be a great place to go on a
casual date.
GinaTzodikov avoided the Cafe's
signature dish, "Fried Rosewood"

Pratchett continues hot-streak with "Money"
By David Lev
davidlev@comcastnet

A&E Writer
British comic fantasy writer
Terry Pratchett's Discworld
books are known for satirizing
a broad swath of subjects, from
rock and roll ("Soul Music")
to racial politics ("Thud") to
war ("Jingo") to even things as
mundane as the postal service
("Going Postal"), all while prolb viding
interesting characters
and entertaining stories.
However, when I heard about
the subject of Pratchett's most
recent book, "Making Money", I was somewhat dubious:
Pratchett has written a novel
about banking.
I was a little worried that ol'
Terry was reaching the bottom
of the idea well with this idea:
I mean, how many genuinely
amusing fiction books have
you heard of about running a
bank?
However, I should not have
worried, as Pratchett pulls it off
easily. The book is a sequel of
sorts to an earlier book, "-Going
Postal", where con man Moist
von Lipwig was saved from a
by hanging to run the
41 death
city of Ankh Morpork's failing postal system, using his gift
of gab, creative thinking, and
sheer nerve.
However, by the time "Making Money" opens, the Post Office is doing so well that there's
1* no excitement or challenge in

sage", are fun to read.
it anymore, so Moist
A small weakness of
has been taking to
breaking into his own
the book is that fact
that since the plot of
office in the middle
of the night for the
this book is remarkthrill of it. When the
ably similar to "GoMachiavellian ruler of
ing Postal", there's
the city, Lord Vetinari,
not that much suspense as to whether
manipulates him into
taking up the position
or not Moist will
of Master of the Royal
succeed.
Indeed,
many
characters
Mint, he obliges.
Soon, however,
comment on how
Moist finds himself
much they believe in
him. However, this is
the legal guardian
of a small dog, Mr.
not a large problem:
Fusspot, who techyou read this book
nically owns 51% of
not to find out if he
the 13.oyal Bank, putsucceeds, but how.
ting Moist in control
The other charof a bank with many
acters are also very
problems: a humorfun to read. Vetinari
less chief clerk with a
is deliciously clever,
dark secret in his past,
always seeming in
an eternally squabcomplete control
bling family of shareeven when is not.
holders who all want
This is the first book
Mr. Fusspot's 51%,
in a while that really
and a mad economist
focuses intently on
(complete with crazy
Vetinari, and it's a
laugh and servant
joy. Cosmo Lavish,
named Igor) living in
the main villain, is
the basement messing
an interesting antagaround with a machine
PHOTO COURTESY: WIKIPEDIA.ORG onist: a clever man
that may in fact be af- The cover of Pratchett's new book, "Making Money." who over the course
fecting the economics
of the book becomes
of the city.
more and more unof smaller problems. As soon
The plot of "Making Money" as Moist solves one problem, stable as he rather unhealthily
is a strange, rambling mess, another one pops up and com- grows more and more obsessed
which surprisingly works. plicates everything. But Moist with Vetinari. And finally, the
There is not one major prob- exalts in complications, and his chief accountant, Mr. -Bent,
lem that our hero must fix, but brash and creative solutions, is great as a foil for Moist: a
instead Moist must deal with as well as his con man's skill completely humorless and very
an almost impossible series to "sell the sizzle, not the sau- creepy man, it is obvious that

there is something very strange
about him. Pratchett was actually quite good at throwing me
off track, and I was genuinely
surprised at what his secret
turned out to be.
An unfortunate problem with
the story was that there was
too much of it. This book really only had room for Moist's
exploits at the bank in the plot,
and unfortunately there was
a rather strange and distracting subplot involving a bunch
of ancient golems that might
or might not be made of solid
gold that didn't seem to quite
fit. The golems get more and
more interesting with every
Discworld book, and I think
they richly deserve their own
book, instead of being shoehorned into this one. Similarly,
the inclusion of the mysterious Cabinet of Curiosity and
the humorous Department of
Post-Mortem Communications were both interesting bits
with quite a lot of potential,
but they didn't quite fit into
this book.
All in all, the book is interesting and funny, with plenty
of interesting characters, if a
bit overstuffed. It is also not a
book that requires having read
the other Discworld books to
enjoy, so if you've never read a
book in the series before, this is
as good a place to start as any. I
recommend it.
David Lev has read all of the
Discworld books. Yes, ALL of them.
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"In Rainbows" shows
Radiohead's subtle side

PHOTO COURTESY: RRYY UAWAY.BLOGSPOT.COM

Why is Radiohead sitting at a table in an empty warehouse? Because they're Radiohead, damnit.

By Nick Martens
nmartens@ups.edu

A&E Editor
A review of a new Radiohead
album is like a prediction of the
future from the 1950s. Both
are almost guaranteed to look
ridiculous in hindsight. We
chuckle at notions of rocket
belts and hover cars just as we
do at this line from Mojo Music: "KidA is intriguing, eccentric, obviously a grower, but by
Radiohead's standards it cant
help but disappoint."
So you see, intrepid reader, I
am risking massive professional embarrassment bypresenting my opinion of Ra diohead's
newest release, In Rainbows.
What I think of the record today may only vaguely resemble
the perception of the album
in five years' time. And, since
this is a Radiohead album, its
legacy will sustain for decades
to come, open to constant reinterpretation.
Alright, alright, enough with
the stalling. I may as well just
get it out there: I think In
Rainbows is the best non-great
Radiohead album. I suppose
that statement warrants some
clarification.
Let me explain: If you ask
me, Radiohead has two unimpeachably great albums: OK
Computer and Kid A. These albums belong in the pantheon
of all-time musical achievements, along side Beethoven,
the Beatles, et al.
In Rainbows does not rise to
that legendary strata. It does
not permanently alter the listener's perception of music the
way a great album would. That,
however, is about the only bad
thing I have to say about it.
There is no obvious, simple
way to sum up In Rainbows as
there is with Radiohead's other
non-great albums. The Bends is
a beautiful, if straightforward,
rock album. Amnesiac is a less
focused, less earth-shattering
Kid A. Hail to the Thi ,fis a poppy, paranoid, midcIle-of-theroad semi-disappointment.
But whenever I talk about In
Rainbows, all I can say with any
conviction is that the drums
are incredible. While that is a
true statement (the drums are

totally mind-blowing), I would
hardly call it an insightful analysis.
Then I realized that I had
never noticed the drums on a
Radiohead album before. Finally, it clicked. In Rainbows is
Radiohead showing restraint.
This time, they have measured
out their instruments in precise
quantities, never laying anything on thicker than necessary, and using every sound to
its fullest potential.
This kind of language might
normally describe purposefully minimalist albums like
Slint's Spiderland or Spoon's
Kill the Moonlight, albums that
feel spare, almost empty. In
Rainbows, though, is anything
but barren. The first track, "15
Step," kicks off with a flurry
of drums, and is quickly filled
out by pianos and vocals. It
is one of Radiohead's more
purely energetic songs, feeling
extremely lively without the
anger of Paranoid Android" or
"2+2=5."
"15 Step" reveals important
clues about the tone of the
whole album. For one thing,
Thom Yorke's vocals are, as
ever, stunning, but the lyrics
are de-emphasized. Having listened to the album dozens of
times, I still cannot make out
the words on my own, and, after looking them up on the web,
they seem almost meaningless.
At one point, Yorke even sings
"etcetera, etcetera." Perhaps
Radiohead have realized that
their lyrics have been nonsense
all along, and have finally embraced them as merely excuses
for Yorke to exercise his vocal
range.
Never is this more the case
than on In Rainbows' most
immediately impressive song,
"Reckoner. Yorke exerts such

effort singing the "Reh" sound
in "reckoner' that the word
becomes unrecognizable. His
voice is accompanied only by a
simple, beautiful piano riff and
snappy drumming.
At one point in the song the
music drops to a light violin,
allowing Yorke a blank canvas to explore vocally. As the
strings build, it is obvious that
the earlier instruments are going to make a glorious return.
The execution, though, demonstrates Radiohead's newfound
maturity.
Rather than busting in and
rocking out, a trick the band
has been using since "My Iron
Lung," the piano and drums are
simply reinserted into the melody without fanfare. The effect
is not as obvious as would be
a huge crash of guitars, but the
subtlety and grace of this technique is somehow more potent.
I anticipate this moment more
than any other on In Rainbows
precisely because its beauty is
handled so delicately.
I could go on, but it might
be in everybody's best interest if I wrap it up here. Suffice it to say that I love every
song on this album, and, having listened to it constantly
for a week, it gets better every
day. Do not be fooled by early
reviews calling this album_predictable or unimpressive. For a
true Radiohead fan (and, really,
why would you be anything
else?) In Rainbows is packed
full of amazing new material.
It is a poised and masterfully
crafted piece of music, and in
its restraint is unlike anything
Radiohead has done before. I
paid eight dollars for it, but it
is easily worth ten times that
amount.
-Nick Martens would starve
before giving up Radiohead.
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Java

CONT FROM PAGE I0

attempt at looking uniform) persed around the SUB and
stood in pre-ordered fashion in came back slightly diminished
front of the assembled crowd. as a whole. The group of six,
Their first (and ultimately last) four men and two women, sang
song was called "Old Friends," a song appropriately called "Java
which was announced by the Jive.' eir voices, although the
president of the group as the performance seemed more like
alumni song - the alumni were rehearsal, made up for their
then invited to come up and small numbers. The song was
join them in singing. So much a very a cappella-like choice,
of the audience ended up being poppy and accompanied by
alumni of the group that they snapping to keep rhythm.
had to wrap around the piano
In theory, the informality of
for everyone to fit. As a new the group added to the charm
listener, my first impression was of the performance — some
that the name, Underground wore multicolored socks withJazz, was misleading: Their a out shoes, and as they sang,
cappella rendition of the song draped their arms around each
was smooth and reminiscent of other. In reality, the event was
a choir, not very jazzy and not poorly executed. The audience,
exactly "underground."
who had to wait for longer
After the first song, the au- than the group ended up singdience was informed that they ing,, was left waiting for more.
were waiting for a member to
Although not as clean as an
show up, and an improvised in- Adelphian Choir performance,
termission took place. The cre- and not exactly the way to start
ator of Underground Jazz be- Homecoming weekend, the
gan to talk, reminiscing about event was not done completely
the beginning of the group - in vain. At the least it showed
his presentation complete with that tradition meant more than
posters of events and pictures the actual affair, and proved to
from the first few years.
be entertaining enough, at least
Finally, the alumni group as- to alumni.
sembled in front of the audiMaggy Curran only wears rainence, many of whom had disbow-striped socks.

Daisies
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•

Lee Pace holding a perfect pie as Ned from "Pushing Daisies."

dies suddenly. He brings her
back to life without question,
but learns the hard way how
rigid the conditions are. Not
only does he cause his neighbor to die, but with a kiss before bed his mother falls dead.
In the first episode, Ned's
long-lost childhood crush,
Chuck, is found dead on a cruise
ship. After waking her up, Ned
cannot find the willpower to
put her back to rest. Once past
the one minute mark, she will
live until Ned touches her once
more. It becomes increasingly
difficult to maintain distance
as the couple renews their romantic interest.
Not only is the storyline provocative and fresh, but "Pushing Daisies" looks far different
than anything on TV. Appearing as a fairy tale, the pies are
succulent, the flowers are in
bloom, and life abounds from
every edge of Ned's world. Each
death is served with a sting of
irony when presented against
such a colorful backdrop.
There is a sense of symmetry
in everything Ned does. For
each life, a death. For each indulgence, a consequence. The

pastries are perfectly baked,
not a single flower is missing
a petal, and his tie is always
impeccably straight. His gift
seems complicated and out of
place in the "Pleasantville" that
he calls home.
The witty dialogue is engaging too. If a creative plot was
all a television program needed to succeed, there would be
far more worth watching. But
"Pushing Daisies" has enough
fast-paced one-liners to insure
you are on the edge of your
seats at all times.lhis is not one
of those "best new shows you
are not watching" either. An
estimated 13,032,000 viewers *
tune in weekly, and it holds the
number one spot on Wednesdays at 8 p.m. That many people can not be wrong!
If you are getting fed up with
a certain supermodel repeating the same old thing over
and over, "Pushing Daisies" is
a refreshing new choice. Hurry and reserve the TV in your
dorm, because this show is not
to be missed.
Elyssa Dahl was eliminated in
season 4 of ANTM.
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Return of alumni uncovers heist, his demise
By Terrence Underman
Part Time Detective

•

411

•

This past week was Homecoming, which brought a
massive crowd of visitors and
alumni to the campus. Many
of the alumni have become
quite wealthy since they graduated. One such person is Titus
Ball, who graduated with a BA
in Business in 1998, and went
on to make his fortune by buying up some land in eastern
Tacoma and building a golf
course.
In a few short years Ball
saw golfers from all over the
world coming to test out his
turf. Naturally, Ball sought to
keep them happy by investing
in top-of-the-line golf course
amenities, such as ball cleaners,
robot caddies and, of course,
golf carts to transport golfers
and their balls from hole to
hole.
Despite his efforts to maintain a world-class facility,
around 2002 Ball saw his popularity and profits begin to decline.
"One day I was hosting PGA
Tournaments, and the next

A UPS PHOTO SERVICES/ HOLLY HART AN

Here is one of the stolen golf carts Security Services pawned
off to Facility Services in their futile attempt to lessen the burden of guilt that has haunted them day and night since 2002.

"So, we dressed ourselves
in all black, grabbed our Mag,Lights and headed for Ball's
Goff Course," Fife explained.
"It was easy, we were in and
out within twenty minutes,
each of us speeding down the
1-5 back to campus on the first
official golf carts of UPS." Apparently, after they got back,
they slapped UPS stickers on
the golfcarts and put them to
work the next day. Easy, breezy,
beautiful.
When we relayed this story
to Ball he went stiff and failed
to blink for several minutes.
"I just figured everyone was
on a new health kick and wanted to walk the 18 holes. Shit,
I never knew." Simple as that.
He never knew.
As the Homecoming game
ended and everyone made their
ways back to the parking lot,
Ball was startled to find that
in his parking stall sat a white
Chevrolet Impala identical to
the one he owned, save for a
sign on the door in bold black
words reading: SECURITY
SERVICES. Perplexed, Ball
shrugged and walked home.
-Terrence steals the hearts of girls.

Pumpkin attacks at the University Professors are starved,
few students even care

PHOTO/WIKIMEDIA COMMONS

Spooky pumpkins like this
have been scaring students.

By Kristoff Del Greco
Jack-O-Reporter

•

I was forced to downsize to
a driving range," Ball said. "I
can't explain it. That's business
though. One day you're on top,
next day you're on bottom. Dog
eat cat world."
As we made our way around
campus we interviewed other
alumni members, and found
that almost all of them were
still enjoying great success in
their enterprises. This led us
to wonder about Ball's. Why
did he, alone, fail? We decided
to do some research, and found
that the answer takes us back
to the fall of 2002.
Crime rates had been going
up in Tacoma. Security Services had been receiving more
and more calls from distressed
students throughout the days
and into the nights, asking for
assistance.
As tensions grew, the legs
of the security personnel grew
wearier and wearier; so a few
work study security students
came up with a plan.
Thus, on a dark night toward
the end of October they went
on their mission. We caught
up with ex-security guard Betty Fife to hear her account.

To arms, my brothers! To
arms, my sisters! The time for
preparation is drawing to an
end as the onslaught of horrors comes ever closer! As we
speak... erm, as you read, more
and more pumpkins are appearing on porches, transformed
from harmless unsightly hippie-treats into hideously mutated, disemboweled grotesque
abominations that some call
Jack-O-Lanterns. I personally
believe that "Blazing Ritualistic Inferno Containers Having
Almost Revoltirsiii)emonic
Smiles," or BRI RDS, is
a more accurate and concise
description of these horrid sins
against humanity.

These nightmares have begun to show up in all manner
of forms, some short, some tall,
some with crooked smiles; all
with the dark intentions of El
Diablo! Why don't students
notice the unrivaled doom they
are welcoming by worshipping
arEdmuncl Fabian Brichards specialist, claims
to 'know the answer.
"See, mate, this time o' the
year's when these students have
their bloody midterms, so they
don't even realize what a danger the Brichards pose to them!
The poor blokes are bringing
the apocalypse and all they
can do is study for their next
test on something obscure like
German tenses or any number
of equally useless topics," Fabian explained.
What can we do to combat
the Brichards menace?
"Well, like any horror film,
these blighters have to have
a weakness," Fabian started.
"Conventional methods, such
as holy water, don't do a bloody
thing, sadly. A poor bugger
tried that and lost is poor soul
real quick. Thems Brichards are
a real nasty beasty bunch."
The following attempts to
vanquish the evil menace have
proven to be both futile and
aggravating to the Brichards:
poking and/or prodding, loud
shouting, spitting, setting on

fire, throwing candy, questioning their sexual orientation,
making off-color remarks about
their mothers, offering them
magazine subscriptions, trying
to convert them to the Church
of Jesus Christ of Latter-Day
Saints and making them watch
the Lifetime channel.
Cooper Arbios, a bold freshman, nearly lost a leg when he
was attacked during the festivities of last week's homecoming
weekend. Arbios had been innocently walking back to his
dorm, singing the Alma Mater,
when he was suddenly made
aware of Miss Haderat Weeaboo, who was being assaulted
by a particularly vicious group
of Brichards. Arbios leapt to
Miss Weeaboo's aid unhesitatingly, thinking nothing of his
own safety.
"That chap's lucky to be alive,
that he is," Fabian proclaimed.
"My best theory to defeat these
mangy blighters is to hit 'em,"
Fabian continued.
As a result, students are encouraged to carry canes and
other blunt objects to fend off
the vicious mobs of Brichards.
Fabian predicts the mobs will
be eliminated by the end of the
month, with any hope.

By Terrence Underman
Mr. Low On Meal Points

According. to recent data the
student-to-faculty ratio has
shifted this semester from 11/1
to a staggering 25/1. The primary culprit: starvation.
For the past year or so
ASUPS has been releasing a
weekly newspublication called
The Tattler f-rom which many
students learn about opportunities and events on campus.
Each week The Tattler lists off
new sustainability ideas, fun
facts and at the bottom of the
list: a plea to students to take
their professors to lunch.
As it is at the bottom of the
list, often on the back side of
the publication, many students
fail to read or merely skim over
the suggestion. While this may
seem like a harmless oversight,
it has caused the deaths of
nearly 13% of the school's faculty. As the weeks go on this is
becoming a more serious problem.
"Week after week, I wait in
my office during lunch hours
twiddling my thumbs while
my stomach rumbles. I keep
Kristoff is like the headless horseman, only he has a head and doesn't my phone within reach while
I sharpen arrowheads, but noride a horse.
body ever calls. Not even my

advisees think to feed me,"
Kyle Bloopen of the Dept. of
Defensive Archery said.
Only time will tell how long
Professor Bloopen and his colleagues will last. And while it's
too late for many, especially
the weak nerdy ones that work
out of Harned, there might be
hope. Each week brings a new
Tattler, and another chance to
save a life.
"I think some students
might be afraid they are going to lose meal points, even
though it clearly states that the
school will pay for it!" Professor Bloopen said with his last
dying breath.
According, to some students,
losing meal points is not the
problem. Junior Brian O'Brien,
a Herpetology Major, simply
does not care.
"Sure, I pay a lot of money
for my education here, and I
want to get the most out of it
that I can, but, honestly, if my
0-Chem professor keeled over
tomorrow I wouldn't exactly cry
about it," O'Brien explained.
To students like O'Brien we
say: cry about it, you sick, sick
child! Take the plunge, Campus—don't let your professor
become a statistic.
Terrence doesn't know how "Tattler" should be pronounced.

Poll Check: What's stressing students out these days?

•
•
Failing Midterms - 18%

•

What to wear to
21%
Halloween Party?".

Carrying out vow to kill
doppelganger - 50%

Disclaimer: The Combat Zone is a work of satire and does not reflect the views or opinions of the Trail, its staff or the administration. Infact, the Combat Zone doesn't really represent the opinions of anyone.
Please send complaints to trail@ups.edu.
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Volleyball wins again Loggers past and present;

Logger women undefeated
in the month of October

swimmers celebrate 50 years
•

By Tom Glassman
Tglassman@ups.edu
Sports Editor

ASUPS PHOTO SERVICES/ KEVIN CURLETT

The volleyball team gets ready to take the court in McMinnville.

By Cole Hawes
Chawes@ufis.edu
Sports Writer
The Logger women's volleyball team took a road trip
to Oregon over the weekend,
heading for Lewis and Clark
on Friday and following up
with Linfield College on Saturday. The best situation for
the Loggers heading into the
weekend would be that Lewis
and Clark (2-7) could serve as
a sort of tune up for the match
against the Linfield Wildcats,
who held a second place tie
with the Loggers in the Northwest Conference with a record
of seven wins and two losses.
Despite the dismal record of
2-7 for the Lewis and Clark
Pioneers, the match did not
promise to be an easy one. In
the first meeting between these
two teams, the -Loggers pulled
off a come from behind victory, defeating the Pioneers
in five games. They originally
went down two games to none,
but battled back and won the
final three games 30-17, 3025, and 15-7. Hoping for an
easier match so as to rest for
the important tiebreaker with
Linfield, the Loggers went
into Pamplin Sports Center in
Portland with the confidence
that they could win. The Loggers defeated the Pioneers in
three straight games, winning
the match in the first game, the
Loggers went down early, 6-1,
but battled back and took the
lead, 9-8, never relinquishing
their advantage and eventually
winning by a score of 30-24.
In the second game the Loggers took command early and
never looked back, jumping to
a quick 10-3 lead and winning
by an easy tally of 30-17. The
third game was much of the
same, with the Loggers gaining
a lead of 10-1 early. Lewis an
Clark fired back, however, coming to within four points of the
Loggers, at 14-10. From here
on, however, the rout began, as
the Loggers regained control of
the game and the match, winning the game 30-20, giving
them the overall win at three
games to none.
The Loggers were led by
Monica Groves with 15 kills,
as well as Lindsey Denman
and Kalli Kamphaus, both with
13 kills. Rachel Gross led the
team with 4 aces, and Stephanie Harvey paced the Logger
defense with 3 blocks. Team
totals amounted to 53 total
kills, 8 aces, and 4 blocks.
The women kept that confidence going into McMin-

nville, Oregon, the home of
the Linfield Wildcats. Helping that confidence was the
performance that the team put
on in their first match against
the Wildcats, which the Loggers swept in three straight
games. Entering the game, the
teams had identical records and
a share of second place in the
Northwest Conference.
One player of concern for the
women of UPS would be the
Wildcats' Katelyn Baker, who
was hitting for a .334 average and racking up almost five
killsper game. Monica Groves,
Lindsey Denman, and Kalli
Kamphaus again played the
savior for the Logger, racking
up 15, 14, and 12 kills, respectively.
The first game of the match
was a white knuckle, back and
forth battle, with the Loggers
coming out on top 31-29. The
women of UPS battled back
from an early deficit of 14-5,
playing from behind for most
of the match. Eventually they
were faced with game point,
at 29-27, but rallied to score
4 straight points and take the
win.
The second game was also
back and forth through the
early going, with the Loggers
taking the lead for gooc at
10-8.-By no means was this an
easy victory, as Linfield would
not lie down, but the women of
UPS were staunch and held on
to win 30-20. The third game
of the match was played close
until about halfway through,
when the Loggers exploded,
going from a 1 point advantage
at 11-10 to 10 point lead at
22-12. From here on out they
sailed through to a three game
sweep of Linfield, winning the
third game 30-18.
This victory gave the Loggers
sole possession of second place
in the Northwest Conference, a
much needed spot to challenge
their undefeated rival Lutes of
Pacific Lutheran University,
who they play on Wednesday,
October 17 at home in Memorial Fieldhouse. Their next three
matches are also to be played at
home, the first being Saturday,
Oct. 20 at 7 pm against Pacific
(Ore.). They follow that up
with a match against Whitworth, also at 7, on Friday, Oct.
26 and a final home match
against Whitman on Saturday,
this time at 6 pm. Come out
and show your support for the
second place Loggers as they
battle for Northwest Conference supremacy.
-Cole Hawes coined the term
"this is why I'm Hawes."

With all the homecoming
festivities you may have missed
the University of Puget Sound
swimmers being invited down
on the field between the first
and second quarter of the football game. With all the winning soccer and volleyball are
doing you may have forgotten
about the best team at UPS.
And since most of us were not
born in the 50's I'm sure you
have not seen what the UPS
swim team has been able to do
ASUPS PHOTO SERVICES/ PAUL WICKS
over the last half century and
The Loggers and the alumni met for the 50th time on Saturday.
more importantly the last 20
years.
ery season. A relatively young meet, all freshman swimmers
The 50th annual UPS alumni squad, the men have only one get written on with Sharpies
swim meet was held Saturday senior, Daryl Wythe (Homer, before their first event. Many
morning_ before the football Alaska) who will anchor a of the swimmers had the usual
game. The alumni "won", but strong team that will compete "mom" with a heart tattoo, but
apparently tradition allows for the NVVC title again this a few of the older swimmers
them to use interesting set of season.
became very "creative" with
rules that the school team canThe last time the women's their drawings which caused
not abide by. To put it bluntly, swim team did not win the a great many laugh's from fans
they
North- and alumni.
cheat.
west
This of course comes almost a
The last time the women's swim team
They
confer- month after the swimmers "fun"
swim did not win the Northwest conference
ence the run, where all the swimmers
under the Olympics were in Atlanta, Tupac was
Olym- run around campus with nothlane shot after a Mike Tyson fight and- the OJ
c s ing on but their swimsuits and
lines, Simpson trial was just beginning.
were in a smile. There was dissention
jump
Atlanta, amongst the swimmers when
the gun
T u_p ac the "fun" run received a thumbs
early, and grab other swimmers was shot after a Mike Tyson down in the Trail, apparently
ankles in the water.
fight and the OJ Simpson trial people thought it was weird.
The men's swim team has was just beginning. The wom- With the tradition of winning
a history that rivals the New en will also compete again for in the pool, can we really as
York Yankees. Think 18 na- conference and possible na- them to stop all their traditional titlists between 1992 tional titles this winter with a tions out of the pool? Winning
and 1999 and 128 first team strong group of returners and is winning, if it takes a sharpie
All-Americans since 1986. As good mix of freshman as well.
and a naked run to have almost
of late, Whitworth has chalHad one gone to the pool at 200 All-Americans between
lenged UPS every winter for 9:30 A.M. on Saturday morn- the men and women in the last
the king of the water, winning ing they may have noticed some 21 years, I say just tip your cap
the Northwest Conference of younger swimmers look- as they jog on by.
Championship every year for ing like a bored art student's
Tom Glassman regrettably
the past five years. UPS has scratch paper. Swimming tra- cannot spell Levien, turn left or
been right behind them ev- dition holds that for the a_umni identibl Monica Groves.
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Above: The race begins. Below: Freshman show off their new ink.
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Women's soccer
Men's soccer
remains perfect
ties Lutes 1-1;
Loggers record
stomps 'Cats 5-1 stillLady
the best in the NWC

Timmer sets
new school
record: 24:12
.X-country
women win

Sunday's game against Lewis
PORTLAND, Ore. - Sopho&
Clark
started
off
slow
for
the
more
Emily Timmer (Tacoma,
4
Loggers as they entered the Wash./Tacoma Baptist) set a
locker room at halftime with new meet record and recorded
the game tied at 0-0.
the best time in school history,
The fourth-ranked women's
Lewis & Clark sits in last completing the 6,000-meter
soccer team remains unde- place in the conference and the course in 21:24 to win the Piofeated, posting two convincing Loggers did not want to spoil neer Open on Saturday mornconference victories this week- their unblemished record to a ing at McIver Park in Portland,
end and proving their national team with only one win on the Ore. As a team, the Logger
standing. The Loggers faced- season.
women finished first when the
off against the Willamette
Senior midfielder Katie Gil- Logger men took fifth.
Bearcats on Saturday in Salem, lette (Fairbanks, AK) made
Timmer broke her own
OR and finished their produc- sure this didn't happen when school record of 21:25.80, set
tive weekend at home on Sun- she scored off of a rebound just last season at the NWC ChamASUPS PHOTO SERVICES/ ABBY KAUFMAN day against the Lewis & Clark one and a half minutes into pionships in Parkland, Wash.
Sophomore forward Alex Lahecka dodges a Bearcat defender.
Pioneers. Sophomore forward the second half. Levien had Freshman Kenna Patrick
Janece Levien (Beaverton, OR) her third goal of the weekend (Federal Way, Wash./Thomas
offense keeps us thinking and had a hat trick on the weekend in the 76th minute on a header Jefferson) took fourth in her
By Zack Stoddard
focused
to keep our shape and as the Loggers out-shot their from a corner kick by junior first collegiate race, finishing
zstoddard@ups.edu
communicate thoroughly at opponents 65-12. The two vic- midfielder Kandace Logan the race in 22:25. Senior BritSports Writer
all times."
tories improve
(Tacoma, WA). tany Hodgson (Grants Pass,
With six games left in the the Loggers'
The Logger shut- Ore.) took eighth with a time
The UPS men's soccer team season, there is still time to record to 14-0
out was spoiled in of 22:45. The Loggers recorded
tied Pacific Lutheran Univer- tighten the screws a little overall and 10-0
the 82nd minute a team score of 42 to finish 27
sity at home last Wednesday more.
in Northwest
when freshman points ahead of Johns Hopkins
and beat Willamette in Salem
"We need to cut balls out of Conference play.
midfielder So- in the team scores.
on Saturday.
the middle better," Johnson
The Bearcats
phie Trick (ArOn the men's side, Trevor
said, "we've been getting split were the first
lington, VA) put Hanlin (Grants Pass, Ore.) set
Loggers 1-1 PLU
A rainy Wednesday after- by through balls lately and to score in Satone in from 8 the pace, finishing 14th with
Logg draw giving other teams one good urday's game
yards out, putting a time of 26:01. Francis Reynoon saw the Loggers
chance a game. That's all it when freshman
the game within londs (Palo Alto, Calif.) was
against the Pacific
Lutes at Baker Stadium. An takes." Johnson remains opti- midfielder Alex
reach for the Pio- 20th with a mark of 26:11 and
B atzer (Medford,
neers. However, Zack Stoddard (Los Osos, CaErik Gracey goal in the 19th mistic, however.
ASUPS PHOTO SERVICES/ HOLDEN SAPP
"We'll lock it down, no wor- OR) headed in a
minute put PLU up 1-0 but
lif./Monterey Bay) took 27th
The women's team won two more. junior defender
corner kick in the
a PLU own-goal in the 70th ries.
Nikki Graff (Cor- with a time of 26:30. As a team,
27th minute. But
minute tied the score at 1-1.
vallis, OR) would not let their the Loggers finished fifth with
Loggers 5-1 Willamette
Statistics were even across
On Saturday, the Loggers the lead did not last long. Le- opponents come back. Graff 106 points. The men's team
111 the board. PLU managed 17 came through with a convinc- vien rifled a shot into the back scored on a beautiful shot from title went to Carlteon, with 37
shots (10 on goal) while UPS ing come from behind vic- of the net from 10 yards out, just inside the box to put the points.
took 16 (12 on goal). Cor- tory after allowing a surprise tying the game at 1-1.
game away en route to a 3-1
The Loggers will next run on
But Levien was not satisfied. win. Wolfer had a boring day, Oct. 27 at the Northwest Conner kicks were level at 7 to 7, opener against the Bearcats in
and PLU committed 15 fouls Salem, Oregon. Willamette's She scored another goal on an as the Logger defense held the ference Championships, hosted
while the loggers committed Greg Beasley scored in the 13th open net just three minutes Pioneers to only 2 shots on by George Fox University.
12. The Lutes were also shown minute, but five unanswered later to put the Loggers up by goal. Here are some fun facts:
the yellow card on 2 occasions. goals from five different Log- one.
the Loggers lead the league
-UPS Sports Info
Junior defender Fiona Gor- with 341 shots and 42 goals in
UPS goalie Pete Van Sant gers prevented the upset.
made nine saves while Lute
Willamette, who has the nick (Portland, OR) extended just 14 games. They are also
`keeper Daniel Mangum made worst record in the Northwest the lead in the 70th minute the cleanest team on the pitch,
11. -Both went the distance in Conference, only managed when she capitalized on a loose with only 1 yellow card this
the double overtime, 110 min- three shots the entire day, but ball for her seventh goal of the season. Gornick is the sole ofOct 14 - Golf (M) 316,
ute match.
it was Beasley who scored first season. The Bearcats' junior fender, receiving a card in the Pacific Lutheran 317
The Lutes' Brennan Brown in the 13th minute after beat- forward, Lauren Miller (Port- first game. Oregonians scored
began the possession with a ing Logger 'keeper Van Sant land, OR), responded eight every goal in Saturday's game.
Oct 14 - Golf (W) 358,
through ball to Gracey, who at the 18 yard box and finish- minutes later with a goal to put Logger defender Gornick and Pacific
Lutheran 394
the game within reach. How- Lauren Miller of Willamette
slotted it home from in front ing from nine yards out.
ever,
sophomore
keeper
Kale
of the right post. The equalwere high school teammates at
The early goal served as a
Oct 14 - Soccer (W) 3,
izer came after Greg Swanson wake up call, and Logger co- Wolfer (Salt Lake City, UT) Portland's Grant High School
Lewis
& Clark 1
sent a ball into the goal mouth, captain Scott Blanchet evened and the Logger defense held (coincidentally, my Mother's
off
the
pressure,
winning
the
where a skirmish resulted in a the score at 1-1 after getting
alma mater).
Oct 13 - Volleyball (W) 3,
Lute defender putting the ball around Willamette goalie game 3-2.
-Brian Ames has had better.
Linfield
0
in his own net. Torrential rain Mark Bennett. UPS added
throughout the second half four more goals in the second
Oct 13 - Soccer (M) 5,
made for a sloppy remain- half, with the winner coming
Willamette 1
der of the game. Control of in the 59th minute off the foot
possession became a rarity of fellow co-captain, Greg
Oct 13 - Football (M) 13,
as puddles of water and mud Swanson, from 18 yards out.
Willamette (Homecoming) 7
stopped passes from reaching Defensive midfielder Tayteammates.
lor Hyde set up the next two
Oct 13 - Soccer (W) 3,
In attack, UPS was led by goals, sending Mark Conrad
Willamette 2
Scott Blanchet, with four through in the 63' minute
shots, while Taylor Hyde, and crossing to Zach Semago
Oct 13 - Cross Country (M),
Mark Conrad, and Swanson in the 83rd minute. The LogLewis
& Clark Invitational added shots three apiece.
gers rounded out the scoring
Loggers
finished 5th
The Loggers' back line did in the 90th minute as fresh4111 well to shut down PLU striker men Semago and Kyle Benson
Oct 13 - Cross Country (W),
Mike Ferguson, who leads the teamed up to give Benson his
Lewis
& Clark Invitational conference with eight goals 4th goal of theyear.
Loggers finished 1st
and averages 4.38 shots per
After Saturday, the Loggers
game.
were in second place in the
Oct 13 - Swimming (M),
The back four of Swanson, NWC with 19_points, and are
Alumni
wins
Andrew Hewitt, Cole Peter- chasing the Whitworth Pison, and Kyle Johnson have rates, who have 21 points from
Oct 13 - Swimming (W),
been solid in defense all sea- 8 games. 5 of the 6 remaining
Alumni
wins
son, allowing only six goals in games are away, and the only
13 games. Johnson said, "The regular season home game left
Oct 12 - Volleyball (W) 3,
key to our success so far as a is on Saturday, October 20th
Lewis
& Clark 0
defensive unit has been train- against Linfield.
ing. We train against the best
-Zack Stoddard eats too much fetOct 10 - Soccer (M) 1, PLU 1
reserve squad in our confer- tucini alfredo before every rabies
ASUPS PHOTO SERVICES/ HOLDEN SAPP
ence. 'Their high pressured awareness race.
Junior Midfielder Fiona Gornick sends a pass ahead in a victory.

By Brian A. Ames
Bames@ups.edu
Sports Writer
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Homecoming weekend
Logger football keeps playoff hopes alive in a must-win game

Homecoming Loggers defense bends
Scrapbook but does not break; 13-7
By Vince Ghiringhelli
Vghiringhelli@ups.edu
Assistant Sports Editor

HOMECOMING
FINAL SCORE:
LOGGERS: 13
BEARCATS: 7
KING:
JOE ADAMACK
QUEEN:
BETHANY CLINE
OFFENSIVE PLAYER
OF THE WEEK:
SPENCER CRACE
DEFENSIVE PLAYER
OF THE WEEK:
TYLER VLASAK

fensive production, "our preparation paid off and we were
able to execute."
Though Crace did not pass
for any touchdowns, he made
many tong completions to his
receiving corps that set up a
touchdown run by junior tailback Silas Paul (Portland, Or)

that we got the victory," Vlasak
said.
The Logger offense was finally able to end their nint
quarter scoring drought on the
The UPS football team
opening possession of the secbounced back with a big win
ond half on a three yard run by
over the Willamette Bearcats
Paul on fourth and goal. Thi
on Saturday at Baker Stadium,
crowd went wild as the offense
drawing their record even on
jogged off the field, and Sehomecoming weekend. UPS
nior Kicker/Running Back
had lost three games in a row
Mike Griffith (Antioch, Ca)
coming in to the game and
converted the extra poin
needed a victory to get back
kick, knotting things up a
on track. The Bearcats were a
7-7. Griffith also had a catough opponent to face in a
reer long 52-yard receptior
must win game, but the Logto help set up the touchdowr
gers stepped up and won the
run by Paul. Paul finished the
contest by a score of 13-7.
game with 17 carries for 3(
Willamette came in to the
yards and a touchdown.
game with the same record as
Defense dominated fo i
the Loggers, posting two wins
both squads throughout the
and three losses. The Bearcats
rest of the second half, unlooked to be formidable as
til the Loggers took over or
they had already, knocked off
the UPS 40 yard line after
Linfield two weeks earlier, and
Bearcat punt with 5:02 rethey were playing with despermaining to play. UPS wa:
ation to save their own season.
able to consistently move the
The potent fly offense Wilball when it mattered most,
lamette is known for picked
chewing up 3 minutes of
up a respectable 227 rushing
the clock and forcing Wilyards but managed to score
lamette to use two of their
only one touchdown, which
ASUPS PHOTO SERVICES/ SAM ARMOCIDO three time outs. Cody Dear
came on a 17-yard run
recovered senior tailin the first quarter. Wilback James Olcott':
"We
had
a
good
week
of
practice
and
a
lamette's passing game
(Battleground, Wd
ranks last in the NWC, great game plan." Crace said of the improved fumble in the en(
and they proved why, offensive production. "Our preparation paid off zone for the winnin
amassing only 70 yards and we were able to execute."
touchdown.
through the air with no
Dean broke his lei
-Sophomore quarterback Spencer Crace
touchdowns and an inagainst the Bearcat:
terception on the game's
last year down in Safinapay.
and a fumble recovery in the lem, so it had to have been
don't end zone by senior offensive great feeling for him to bea t
" We bend but we
break!" Sophomore linebacker tackle Cody Dean (Burbank, the team that put him out fo:
Phillip Thomas (Everett, Wa) Wa). Crace had completions of the entire second half of his jusaid emphatically after the vic- 20 and 30 yards on the game nior season.
tory. Thomas also blocked and winning drive.
"It makes me feel better
recovered a punt in the third
Willamette struck first in the knowing I got revenge" Dear
quarter.
game, scoring their lone touch- said.
All week UPS knew they had down of the contest in the first
The Loggers return to the
to play a mistake free game if quarter. Though the Bearcats gridiron tomorrow agains t
they wanted to win. Turn- were very consistent in mov- Lewis and Clark College a
overs have haunted the Log- ing the ball, they missed a field Griswold Stadium in Portland
ger offense as of late but they goal, had two turnovers in the Or, with kickoff set for 1:30.1h(
committed none in Saturday s final two minutes of the game, Pioneers haven't won a gam(
game. Sophomore c uarter- a punt blocked in the third since they beat Claremont or
back Spencer Crace (Wilson- quarter and were stopped cold October 9th of 2004. They holc
ville, bounced back from on 4th down three times. Fresh- the longest active losing streal
a rough outing last weekend man linebacker Tyler Vlasak in college football, and don'
against Linfield to pass for an (Sumner, Wa) brought down look to have much luck agains t
efficient 13 completions on the ball carrier on two of those the Loggers. Last year, U13..
24 attempts for 204 yards and three crucial fourth downs. set a school record for point;
most importantly, no intercep- Vlasak had a team leading 17 scored when they downed the
tions.
tackles in his first ever start for Pio's 70-14 at Baker Stadium.
"We had a good week of the Loggers.
-Vince Ghiringhelli has several
practice and a great game plan,"
"I am happy with my perfor- talents beyond writing.
Crace said of the improved of- mance, but I'm much happier
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